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So what is this stuff?
• As a particle physicist, my job is to 

explore how dark matter fits into the 
bigger picture of particles.

• What do we know about dark matter?

• Dark (neutral)

• Massive

• Still around today 

• Stable or with a lifetime of the 
order of the age of the Universe 
itself).

• Nothing in the Standard Model of 
particle physics fits the description.“Cold Dark Matter: An Exploded View” by Cornelia Parker



The Dark Matter Questionnaire
  Mass: ______

  Spin : ______

  Exactly Stable?

  Yes

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

  Self-Interacting?

  Cosmological Production

 No
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Which one matters 
depends on the theory….
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Mediator

• One simple picture introduces a vector 
particle as a dark force carrier which couples 
to both (parts of) the SM and the dark 
matter.

• Chiral structure (left- versus right-handed) 
charges for each SM fermion can be very 
important.

• There could be kinetic mixing with U(1)Y.

• There are theoretical considerations (such as 
a dark Higgs sector, more particles to cancel 
gauge anomalies, etc), which are important 
but may or may not be very important for 
some searches.

Many Parameters: + ....{MDM, g,MZ0 , zq, zu, zd, z`, ze, zH , ⌘}

NB: Simplified by assuming
Some couplings are equal, 

or zero.  



Axial Vector
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DM interpretation (DM-nucleon scattering cross-sections) 27

Axial	vector	mediator	gq=0.25,	gDM=1.0

for WIMP masses below 10 GeV with 90% CL, 

• In ATLAS, WIMP-nucleon spin dependent cross sections above 10-42cm2 excluded

• In CMS, WIMP-proton spin dependent cross sections above 10-43cm2 excluded

LUX :          Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 161302 (2016),      XENON100 : Data, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1110 21301 (2013)

PICO-2L :  Phys. Rev. D93 (2016) 061101,                                 PICO-60 : Phys. Rev. D 93, 052014 (2016)

IceCube : JCAP 04 (2016) 022,                              Super Kamiokande : Phys. Rev. Lett. 114 (2015) 141301

excluded	regionexcluded	region



Mediator Searches

DM	interpretation:	Alternative	coupling

04/04/2017 Yangyang	Cheng	|	DM@LHC2017 14

Benchmark:	gSM = gq =	0.25, gDM =	1 Benchmark:	 gq =	gl =	0.1, gDM =	1

Different	coupling	choices	reflect	
COMPLEMENTARITY	w/	mono-jet
Explore	other	coupling	
benchmark	points	and/or	
different	summary	plot	
presentation!		
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Mediator	Search:	V/A,	Spin-1
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gDMgq

gq gq

Mono-jet	search	for	DM	

Dijet	search	for	mediator

DM	searches	for	a	Spin-1	V/AV	mediator	

àresonance	searches	for	a	leptophobic Z’

Mediator	width:	

Result	sensitive	to	the	interplay	of	gSM, gDM
• gSM /	gDM too	small:	mono-jet	preferred	

to	resonance	search

• gSM *	gDM too	large:	peak	too	wide	for	

resonance	search	

+	if	MDM >	Mmed /	2:	

no	branching	ratio	to	DM	à just	Z’	search



Light Mediators
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parameter space in these models corresponds to DM-mediator coupling strengths that are
SM-like.

It is worth noting that the dimensionless variable y is no longer a suitable parameter for
presenting results when m� > mA0 , as the DM annihilation proceeds trough ��̄ ! A0A0,
independent of the kinetic mixing strength. However, accelerators can still probe interesting
parameter space through o↵-shell DM production and through direct mediator searches,
where the mediator decays back to Standard Model Final States. The present status and
prospects for visibly-decaying A0 searches are shown in Fig. 22. These searches are set to
continue testing the top-down motivated values of ✏ in the near future.
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FIG. 18: Current constraints (shaded regions) and sensitivity estimates (dashed lines) on the SM-
mediator coupling ✏ = gSM/e, for various experiments based on the missing mass, missing energy
and missing momentum approaches. The green band show the values required to explain the muon
(g-2)µ anomaly [53]. Right: Corresponding curves on the parameter y, plotted alongside various
thermal relic target. These curves assumes mA0 = 3m� and ↵D = 0.5. For larger mass ratios or
smaller values of ↵D, the experimental curves shift downward, but the thermal relic target remains
invariant. The asymmetric DM and ELDER targets (see text) are also shown as solid orange and
magenta lines, respectively. Courtesy G. Krnjaic.

H. Summary and key points

This chapter has reviewed the science case for an accelerator-based program and outlined
a path forward to reach decisive milestones in the paradigm of thermal light DM. The key
points of the discussion could be summarized as follows:

• The scenario in which DM directly annihilates to the SM defines a series of predictive,
well-motivated and bounded targets. Exploring this possibility is an important
scientific priority.

• A new generation of small-scale collider and fixed-target experiments is needed to
robustly test this scenario. The accelerator-based approach has the attractive
feature of o↵ering considerable model-independence in its sensitivity to the details of
the dark sector, and can uniquely probe all predictive models.
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mMED = 3 mDM

αD = 0.5

Many projects both underway and proposed can search for light mediators 
decaying (dominantly) invisibly.

~100% BR into invisible channels.

FIG. 22: Constraints on visibly-decaying mediators (shaded regions) and projected sensitivities of
currently running or upcoming probes (solid lines). Visible decays of the mediator dominate in the
m� > mA0 secluded annihilation regime. Courtesy R. Essig.
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~100% BR into visible channels.



Colored Scalar

• Another common structure has dark 
matter interacting with quarks via a 
colored scalar mediator.

• This theory looks kind of like a little 
part of a SUSY model, but has more 
freedom in terms of choosing 
couplings, masses, etc.

• If we assume that the quark couplings 
are family-universal, there are 
basically three parameters to this 
model: the mass of the dark matter, 
the mass of the mediator, and the 
coupling strength with quarks.
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“Squarks”
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Tables 5 and 6.

The model-dependent fits in all the SRs are then used to set limits on specific classes of SUSY mod-
els. The two searches presented in this document are combined such that the final combined observed
and expected 95% CL exclusion limits are obtained from the signal regions with the best expected CLs
value.

In Figure 13, limits are shown for two classes of simplified models in which only direct production
of light-flavour mass-degenerate squark or gluino pairs are considered. Limits are obtained by using
the signal region with the best expected sensitivity at each point. In these simplified model scenarios,
the upper limit of the excluded light-flavour squark mass region is 1.58 TeV assuming massless �̃0

1, as
obtained from the signal region RJR-S4. The corresponding limit on the gluino mass is 2.03 TeV, if
the �̃0

1 is massless, as obtained from the signal region Me↵-4j-3000. The best sensitivity in the region
of parameter space where the mass di↵erence between the squark (gluino) and the lightest neutralino is
small, is obtained from the dedicated RJR-C signal regions. In these regions with very compressed spectra
and where mass di↵erence < 50 GeV, squark (gluino) masses up to 650 GeV (1 TeV) are excluded.
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Figure 13: Exclusion limits for direct production of (a) light-flavour squark pairs with decoupled gluinos and (b)
gluino pairs with decoupled squarks. Gluinos (light-flavour squarks) are required to decay to two quarks (one quark)
and a neutralino LSP. Exclusion limits are obtained by using the signal region with the best expected sensitivity at
each point. Expected limits from the Me↵- and RJR-based searches separately are also shown for comparison. The
blue dashed lines show the expected limits at 95% CL, with the light (yellow) bands indicating the 1� excursions
due to experimental and background-only theoretical uncertainties. Observed limits are indicated by medium dark
(maroon) curves where the solid contour represents the nominal limit, and the dotted lines are obtained by varying
the signal cross-section by the renormalization and factorization scale and PDF uncertainties. Results are compared
with the observed limits obtained by the previous ATLAS searches with no leptons, jets and missing transverse
momentum [11].

In Figure 14, limits are shown for pair-produced light-flavour squarks or gluinos each decaying via an
intermediate �̃±1 to a quark (for squarks) or two quarks (for gluinos), a W boson and a �̃0

1. Two sets of
models of mass spectra are considered for each production. One is with a fixed m�̃±1 = (mq̃ + m�̃0

1
)/2 (or

(mg̃ +m�̃0
1
)/2), the other is with a fixed m�̃0

1
= 60 GeV. In the former models with squark-pair production,

mq̃ up to 1.15 TeV are excluded for a massless �̃0
1, and mg̃ up to 2.01 TeV with gluino-pair production.

These limits are obtained from the signal region RJR-G2b and Me↵-6j-2600, respectively. In the regions
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Figure 14: Exclusion limits for direct production of (a,b) light-flavour squarkL pairs with decoupled gluinos and
(c,d) gluino pairs with decoupled squarks. Gluinos (light-flavour squarks) are required to decay to two quarks (one
quark) and an intermediate �̃±1 , decaying to a W boson and a �̃0

1. Models with (a,c) a fixed m�̃±1 = (mg̃ + m�̃0
1
)/2

(or (mq̃ + m�̃0
1
)/2) and varying values of mg̃ (or mq̃) and m�̃0

1
, and (b,d) a fixed m�̃0

1
= 60 GeV and varying values

of mg̃ (or mq̃) and m�̃±1 are considered. Exclusion limits are obtained by using the signal region with the best
expected sensitivity at each point. Expected limits from the Me↵- and RJR-based searches separately are also
shown for comparison in (a,c). The blue dashed lines show the expected limits at 95% CL, with the light (yellow)
bands indicating the 1� excursions due to experimental and background-only theoretical uncertainties. Observed
limits are indicated by medium dark (maroon) curves where the solid contour represents the nominal limit, and
the dotted lines are obtained by varying the signal cross-section by the renormalization and factorization scale and
PDF uncertainties. Results (a) are compared with the observed limits obtained by the previous ATLAS searches
with no leptons or one lepton, jets and missing transverse momentum [18]. Results (c) are compared with the
observed limits obtained by the previous ATLAS searches with no leptons or one lepton, jets and missing transverse
momentum [11, 28]. Results (d) are compared with the observed limits obtained by the previous ATLAS searches
with no leptons or one lepton, jets and missing transverse momentum [18, 28].
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significantly improved the reach wrt to 2015 dataset (about 400 GeV on squark mass)

best limits between meff and RJR analyses

exclude squarks at ~1.6 TeV

RJR  provides extra sensitivity at 
smaller mass splitting

exclude squarks at ~1.2 TeV

ATLAS-CONF-2017-022

Automized Squark–Neutralino Production to Next-to-Leading Order
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The production of one hard jet in association with missing transverse energy is a major LHC
search channel motivated by many scenarios for physics beyond the Standard Model. In scenarios
with a weakly interacting dark matter candidate, like supersymmetry, it arises from the associated
production of a quark partner with the dark matter agent. We present the next-to-leading order
cross section calculation as the first application of the fully automized MadGolem package. We
find moderate corrections to the production rate with a strongly reduced theory uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the LHC started running at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV searches for new physics are a major e↵ort,
realized in a rapidly increasing number of publications [1]. Inclusive searches for supersymmetry at the LHC have
started to constrain the allowed parameter space of the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model [2], most notably
in the part of the squark–gluino mass plane which can be described in terms of gravity mediation. Such searches are
based on jet production from squark and gluino decays and two stable lightest supersymmetric particles (LSP). The
latter could be a dark matter agent with a weak-scale mass.

The main production mode for jets and dark matter particles at the LHC would most likely be squark or gluino pair
production, mediated by the strong interaction [3]. The limitation of this channel is that it will be hard to extract any
model parameters beyond the masses of the new particles [4]. The production is governed by the strong interaction
and the (sum of) branching ratio(s) leading to jets plus missing transverse energy can be expected to be close to
unity. Therefore, it is worth studying additional production processes which directly involve the weakly interacting
sector of the new physics model. In supersymmetry, those are the associated production of a gluino [5] or a squark
with a neutralino or chargino [6]

pp ! q̃�̃0
, q̃�̃± . (1)

The leading order Feynman diagrams for this process we show in Fig. 1. This channel naturally leads to one single
hard decay jet and missing energy. This signature is not unique to supersymmetry or other models with quark partners
and a weakly interacting dark matter agent; it also constitutes the theoretically most reliable signature for large extra
dimensions [7]. In that sense, observing single jet production with missing energy would be one of the most exciting
anomalies to interpret at the LHC.

Aside from the quark-gluon and squark-gluon QCD vertices, the leading-order process is driven by the q-q̃-�̃
interaction. Because the dominant light-flavor quarks only have a tiny Yukawa coupling, this interaction relies on
the two weak gauge charges of the quark-squark pair involved. This way, it carries information on the composition
of the dark matter candidate �̃0

1 and an accurate measurement would also allow improved predictions for the direct

q̃L/R

�̃

q̃L/R

�̃

q̃L/R

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the associated production of a squark and a gaugino to leading order.
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Figure 14: Cross-section and K-factors for non-qcd production of mediator pairs

Figure 15: Exclusion plot for non-QCD production of mediator pairs
Mohan, Sengupta, TMPT,  Yan, Yuan  in progress



Direct Detection

Figure 8: SI direct detection limits from Xenon 1T (including RGE e↵ects). The thick red
dashed line corresponds to the region of parameter space above which the partial width
for the squarks is smaller than ⇤QCD.

6.0.2 SI Limits from Xenon 1T

We compare the direct detection limits from Xenon 1T [13] when we use the usual method
as compared to using RGE. As far as I understand Xenon ( and LUX and Panda-X)
present their results as limits againts the isoscalar wimp nucleon cross-section. It is
standard practice to assume fn = fp so that Eq. 33 becomes

�T
SI =

4

⇡

✓

MmT

M +mT

◆

2

|Afp|2 , (64)

Here A is the mass number of the nucleus. The cross-section per nucleon is then given as.

�p =
4

⇡

✓

Mmp

M +mp

◆

2

|fp|2 . (65)

For the qL model with universal coupling gDM one may assume this isospin symme-
try(neglecting electroweak contributions to the cross-section). However this is not the
case for the uR and dR models.

renormalization group evolution of the couplings from the
LHC to the nuclear energy scale leads to a significant
isospin violation (see Refs. [45–47]).
The cases of neutron- and proton-only coupling fall on

the axes of the more general parameter space spanned by an
and ap. By following the prescription laid out in Ref. [48],
elliptical exclusions in this plane are made according to

X

A

 
apffiffiffiffiffi
σAp

q ! anffiffiffiffiffi
σAn

p
!

2

>
π

24G2
Fμ

2
p
; ð4Þ

FIG. 3. 90% C.L. exclusions on coupling parameters an and ap
for 50 and 1000 GeV c−2 WIMPs.Ellipse boundaries are colored as
in Fig. 2: this result (thick black), LUXWS2013 (gray), PandaX-II
(purple), and PICO-60 (blue). Geometrically, Eq. (4) describes a
rotated ellipse when the sum is performed over multiple isotopes
with distinct σAp=σAn , as is the case for LXe experiments. PICO-60
considers only 19F (for which hSni ∼ 0) and thus sets limits only on
ap. The innermost region (bounded by LUX and PICO-60)
represents parameter space not in tension with experimental data.
The model dependency of the LHC results is apparent in this plane,
as the CMS excluded region (shown as a green band) is restricted to
the an ¼ ap line (see the main text for an important caveat). This
line is absent from the lower panel, since, in this treatment, CMS is
insensitive to WIMPs at the TeV mass scale. MSSM7 favored
regions from the GAMBIT scan are also shown, with a red contour
at the 2σ level for visibility. The degeneracies assumed in the
MSSM7Lagrangian lead to the tight correlation betweenan andap.
This scan includes a range of possible WIMP masses (unlike the
mass-specific experimental exclusions) and thus appears identically
in each panel, noting the change in the axis scale. Additionally, the
scans include models with subdominant relic densities, for which
experimental limits are rescaled accordingly.

FIG. 2. 90% C.L. upper limits on the WIMP-neutron (top) and
WIMP-proton (bottom) cross section. Results from this analysis
are shown in thick black (“LUX WS2013+WS2014–16”), with
the range of expected sensitivity indicated by the green (1σ) and
yellow (2σ) bands. Solid gray curves show the previously
published LUX WS2013 limits [13]. Constraints from other
LXe TPC experiments are also shown, including XENON100
[28] and PandaX-II [29]. In the top panel, model-dependent
(axial-vector mediator with indicated couplings) LHC search
results are represented by dashed lines, with CMS [30] in light
blue and ATLAS [31] in dark blue. As calculated by a new profile
likelihood scan of the MSSM7 [32], favored parameter space is
shown as dark (1σ) and light (2σ) peach regions; an earlier
calculation using the MSSM-15 [33] is shown in gray, with
analogous shading of confidence levels. In the bottom panel, the
DAMA allowed region (as interpreted in Ref. [34]) is shown in
pink (the analogous neutron-only region is above the bounds of
the plot). Such an interpretation is in severe tension with this
result, as well as the PICO-2L [35] and PICO-60 [36] constraints.
Selected limits from indirect searches at neutrino observatories
(Super-Kamiokande [37] and IceCube [38]) are plotted as dashed
lines.

PRL 118, 251302 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
23 JUNE 2017

251302-5

Figure 9: SD direct detection limits from PICO 60.

6.0.3 SD Limits from Pico-60

See figure 9. Also see Appendix of ref. [14] for a discussion on how to evaluate the
cross-section and nuclear matrix elements. The SD proton cross-section is:

�SD
p =

3

16⇡

✓

m�mp

m� +mp

◆

2

|cu�u+ cd�d+ cs�s|2 (66)

7 LHC cross-sections and constraints @NLO
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• At tree level, the fact that Majorana particles have vanishing vector current implies 
that the scattering with nuclei is spin-dependent..

• But at one loop, the scattering is spin-independent, and these are the dominant 
constraint- the smaller rate is compensated by the stronger experimental bounds.

SD (Pico)

SI (Xenon)

Mohan, Sengupta, TMPT,  Yan, Yuan  in progress



Dark Matter Coupled to Gluons
• An interesting variation is possible when 

both the dark matter and the colored 
mediator are scalars.

• In that case, a quartic interaction can 
connect the two.

• This interaction does not require the scalar 
to be Z2-stabilized, and (given an appropriate 
choice of EW charges) it can decay into a 
number of quarks, looking (jn some cases) 
more like an R-parity violating squark.

• The color and flavor representations (r, Nf) 
of the mediator are free to choose.

• For perturbative λ, a thermal relic actually 
favors mφ < mχ so annihilation into φφ* is 
open.

�d |�|2|�|2

�4/3 can couple to uiuj provided that the color indices are contracted anti-symmetrically.

MFV is implemented by choosing � to have its own SU(3)uR flavor index, and a flavor

singlet is constructed by contracting the flavor indices anti-symmetrically, ✏ijk�iujuk. This

type of scalar “diquark” bears some resemblance to the squarks of an R-parity-violating

supersymmetric theory. However, their weak charges and the flavor structure of their

couplings are distinct from the supersymmetric case.

Consistently with MFV, the large top Yukawa coupling allows for deviations of coupling

of �3 from �1,2. If one neglects small corrections proportional to the up and charm-quark

masses, the resulting terms in the Lagrangian are,

y1 (�1cR � �2uR) tR + y2 �3uRcR + h.c (2.5)

where uR, cR, and tR are Weyl spinors corresponding to the (right-handed parts of the)

quark mass eigenstates, y1 and y2 are complex dimensionless parameters, and color indices

are implicit (contracted anti symmetrically). The same corrections from the top Yukawa

can result in large splitting between the masses of �1 and �2 (which are themselves expected

to be degenerate in the limit where the up- and charm-quark masses are neglected) and

the mass of �3.

In summary, when � is a color triplet which couples to a pair of up-type quarks, MFV

suggests it is a flavor triplet under SU(3)uR . The theory is described by two dimensionless

couplings and two masses,

{y1, y2, m�1 , m�3} , (2.6)

wherem�1 is the (approximately degenerate) masses of the two colored scalars which couple

to uRtR and cRtR with (approximately equal) coupling y1 and m�3 is the mass of the third

scalar with couples to uRcR with coupling y2.

(a) Annihilation

�?� ! gluons at one

loop.

(b) Mono-jet signature. (c) Mediator + top quark

production followed by de-

cay of the mediator into top

and an unflavored jet.

(d) Pair productoin

of mediators fol-

lowed by decay into

two fermions.

Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams for various processes involving the mediating

colored-scalar that we will explore.

3 Annihilation Cross Section

The cross section for the dark matter to annihilate is the primary quantity determining

the prospects for observing it via indirect detection methods, and also determining its relic

– 4 –

The dominant coupling to the
SM is at one loop to gluons!

Figure 2: The product of quartic interaction �d with the square root of product of r

dimensional color representation of � and Nf number of flavors with mass less than m�,

required to saturate the observed dark matter density as a thermal relic, are represented as

colored contours in the plane of m�-m�. Almost all the parameter space where m� < m�

is compatible with a thermal relic density. Where m� > m�, the DM annihilation proceeds

via loops and, only a small region of parameter space is allowed without including any

additional couplings.

To good approximation, the coupling to gluons can be represented by its leading term

in the expansion of the momentum transfer divided by the mediator mass. In this limit,

the e↵ective coupling can be represented by the operator C5,

�d↵sTr

48⇡

X

i

1

m2
�i

|�|2Ga
µ⌫G

aµ⌫ , (4.1)

whose coe�cient is determined by �d, Tr, and the masses of the mediators. It is convenient

to introduce the masses added in parallel,

1

m2 ⌘
X

i

1

m2
�i

, (4.2)

– 6 –

Coupling to saturate thermal relic density

Godbole, Mendiratta, TMPT 1506.01408 & JHEP
+Shivaji 1605.04756 & JHEP

Bai, Osborne 1506.07110 & JHEP
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DM Searches
• Direct detection generally provides a 

strong bound unless the dark matter 
mass is particularly small.

• At a hadron collider, the mono-jet 
signature occurs at one loop.

• As a result, prospects at the LHC are 
not particularly hopeful, though for 
large enough r and λ, it is possible to 
see something with a very large data 
set.

• A 100 TeV pp collider would do 
better…

Figure 3: Current (solid line) and projected (dashed line) bounds on
P

�dTr
p

Nf/m
2
�

based on searches for dark matter-Xenon scattering by LUX. The region above the solid

line is excluded.

which in the limit where all mediators have equal masses is 1/m2 ! Nf/m
2
�. Combined

with the gluonic matrix elements, the result is a spin-independent cross section �SI,

5.2⇥ 10�44cm2 (�dTr)
2
⇣ µ� m�

10 GeV2

⌘✓200 GeV

m

◆4

, (4.3)

where µ� is the reduced mass of the nucleon - dark matter system. Through the renormal-

ization group the gluon operator will mix with the scalar quark bilinear, and is expected

to lead to modest changes to this expectation which grow as the log of m� [38].

Currently, the most stringent bound on �SI for a wide range of dark matter mass is

obtained from the null observation after 85 days of live running by the LUX experiment

with a liquid Xenon target [39]. In Figure 3, we show the bounds on �dTr/m
2 as a function

of dark matter mass derived from those bounds, and also compare with projected bounds

based on 300 days of live running. For �dTr
p

Nf ⇠ 1, mediator masses of order 200 GeV

remain consistent with observations.

5 Collider Constraints

With an e↵ective coupling to gluons and additional heavy colored states, this simplified

model leads to rich phenomenology at hadron colliders such as the LHC. Since the mediat-

ing scalars do not themselves decay into the dark matter, the associated phenomenology is

– 7 –
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Figure 1: Representative diagrams for the subprocesses contributing to pp ! j��⇤ at a hadron collider.

reason, we employ the results obtained using the
in-house code in the first method listed above in
the remainder of this work.

In Figure 2, we show the di↵erential cross section with
respect to the jet transverse momentum, pjT . At the par-
ton level at leading order, this quantity is the same as
�ET . We examine the relative importance of the subpro-
cesses for a sample parameter point with �d = 1, a single
species of mediator with r = 3, and a small dark matter
mass1 m� = 1 GeV. We examine two choices2 ofm� = 10
and 100 GeV. We use the CTEQ6L1 parton distribution
functions (PDFs) [32] and set the renormalization and
factorization scales to µ = Q = HT . We observe that
due a large gluon flux the gg initial state dominates for
smaller values of pjT . Note that for a given final state,
the gq flux dominates the gg flux at su�ciently large pT
scales. We also observe that at a higher m� value the gq

1
We choose a small dark matter mass m� = 1 GeV as an illus-

trative choice. Results are typically insensitive to this particular

choice for masses much less than the cut on the mono-jet pT .

2
Technically, m� = 10 GeV is excluded by cosmological consider-

ations and the running of ↵S [31]. Nonetheless, it illustrates the

behavior for very low m� and is useful as a benchmark.

channel takes over the gg channel at relatively smaller
pjT scale. On the other hand, the qq̄ contribution re-
mains small throughout due to the s-channel propagator
suppression.

B. Comparison with EFT

In the limit m� ! 1, the full result is expected to
flow to the one derived from the EFT, Eq. (2). In Fig-
ures 3a and 3b, we show the ratio of the full result to
the EFT approximation for the sample parameter point
defined above, as a function of m�, for

p
s = 8 TeV andp

s = 13 TeV, respectively. As expected, at small energy
scales the EFT approximation over-estimates the cross
section by a factor which scales as m�4

� . It is interest-
ing to note that the cross section calculated with loops
becomes equal to that calculated in the EFT when the
mediator mass is close to half the value of cut on jet
transverse momentum (m� ⇠ pjT /2). At scales compa-

rable with the pjT cut, EFT under estimates the cross
section by up to a factor of two. With a large cut on
transverse missing energy, the contributions from the res-
onant part of the pT distribution in the case of a light
scalar are removed and only the large pT region survives.
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Figure 6: Significance (S/
p
S +B) of the mono-jet signal at the 13 TeV LHC and 100 TeV FCC as a function of

integrated luminosity, for mediators with r = 3 (red), r = 8 (dark blue), and r = 15 (cyan), with a cut pjT � 200
GeV and masses as indicated on each figure.

and the experimental results are summarized in the first
and second row of Table I. The pseudo-rapidity of the
leading jet is further required to satisfy |⌘j | < 2.4 in the
experimental analysis of CMS and |⌘j | < 2.0 for ATLAS.

We apply the experimental selection to our full calcula-
tion of the mono-jet cross section, continuing to examine
the case of �d = 1 and light dark matter, m� = 1 GeV.

We choose three representative pjT cuts from the CMS
analysis, and show the resulting cross section after cuts
in Figure 4, for two choices of mediator representation,
r = 3 and r = 15. Also shown are the corresponding lim-
its on the cross section for the respective choice of pjT cut.
Comparing the two, we find that the color triplet media-
tor is completely unconstrained by the current mono-jet
bounds, whereas the r = 15 representation is subject to
very mild bounds of order m� & 158 GeV, obtained from

the ATLAS run-I data with a pjT � 350 GeV.

B. Constraints from 13 TeV

In Figures 5a and 5b, we show the mono-jet cross sec-
tion at LHC run-II as a function of m�, for �d = 1, and
m� = 1 GeV with r = 3 and r = 15, respectively, for a

few representative choices of the pjT cuts from the ATLAS
run-II analysis [33]. The limits obtained on the value of
m� from the run-II analysis with 3.2 fb�1 of data are
weaker than the corresponding run-I results.

It is worth mentioning that at one-loop the GSDM
model also produces a model-independent dijet signal
from gg ! gg, which may also provide competitive
bounds on m�. We leave its exploration for future work.

C. Future Prospects

We examine the prospects for future colliders to probe
the parameter space of GSDM through searches for the
mono-jet process. To assess the reach of these colliders
to discover GSDM for di↵erent values of m�, we compute
the primary (irreducible) SM background to the mono-
jet process from Z + j production, where the Z boson
decays into neutrinos. We compute this background at
leading order for the 13 TeV LHC and for the proposed
100 TeV FCC using Madgraph, subject to the cuts on
the mono-jet: |⌘j | < 2.4, and a modest cut of pjT > 200
GeV. We assume that, as was true for the LHC run I
analysis, the real background from Z + j dominates over
the fake contribution from mis-measured QCD jets. In
Figures 6a and 6b we present the significance, defined
as S/

p
S +B ' S/

p
B as a function of the integrated

luminosity at each accelerator.
We find that with 3 ab�1 of luminosity, the 13 TeV

LHC can discover (at 5�) evidence for a color octet me-
diator whose mass is slightly above 200 GeV. A 15 of
color reaches 5� discovery for masses around 500 GeV.
Obviously, a much larger range of parameter space can
be explored for higher dimensional representations, even
with lower luminosities. At the FCC, the reach for a color
triplet scalar in the mono-jet channel reaches the level of
discovery for masses up to m� ⇠ 200 GeV. A much larger
range of parameter space can be explored for higher di-
mensional representations: for r = 15, masses up to 1.7
TeV can be probed with 3 ab�1.

V. SUMMARY

A scalar gauge singlet dark matter particle allows for
the possibility of a renormalizable connection to the SM



Axion Dark Matter
• The axion is motivated by the strong CP-

problem, where the QCD θ term is 
cancelled by introducing a scalar field -- 
the QCD axion.

• The axion’s mass and couplings are 
determined by virtue of its being a 
pseudo-Goldstone boson and are 
characterized by the energy scale fa > 109 
GeV.

• The axion is unstable, but its tiny mass and 
weak couplings allow a lifetime is much 
greater than the age of the Universe.

• QCD Axions have electromagnetic 
couplings that allow an external magnetic 
field to convert an axion into a photon 
(and vice-versa).  This is one cool way to 
search for them!

ma ⇠ f⇡/fa ⇥m⇡
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Figure 2. The search reach of the ADMX RF-cavity experiments over the next 3 years. The first decade of
allowed axion mass will be explored at “definitive” sensitivity to QCD axions over the next year. The middle
decade will be explored at over the following two years. These two decades are expected to encompass the
mass of the dark matter axion.

“Shining Light Through Walls” experiments, polarized laser light is directed down the bore of a transverse
dipole magnet. The light is then blocked by an opaque wall. Some of the photons convert into axions,
and these axions easily pass through the wall and reconvert to photons in a second dipole magnet. The
photon-axion-photon conversion rate is very small, since the axion to two-photon coupling is so tiny, and
the entire photon-axion-photon process contains the product of two such tiny couplings. Such experiments
are unlikely to be sensitive to PQ type dark-matter axions and are less sensitive than the SN1987A bound.
These experiments are therefore more fully considered in the Intensity Frontier [149].

More recently, experiments are being proposed and are under construction that increase the conversion rate
by introducing a pair of locked Fabry-Perot optical cavities on either side of the wall. The conversion rate is
thereby enhanced by approximately the product of the cavity finesses, with the sensitivity improving as the
square-root of this rate [150]. A large experiment based on this locked pair of optical cavities is REAPR,
a project proposed for US funding, but not year approved. A second large experiment ALPS II (proposed
for construction in several phases) has started construction at DESY. These experiments have improved
sensitivity, but are unlikely to reach sensitivity to PQ type dark-matter axions.
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Sterile Neutrino DM

• Dark matter may be connected 
to one of the other 
incontrovertible signals of physics 
beyond the SM: neutrino masses.

• The simplest way to generate 
neutrino masses in the SM is to 
add some number of gauge singlet 
fermions to play the role of the 
right-handed neutrinos.

• If the additional states are light 
and not strongly mixed with the 
active neutrinos (as required by 
precision electroweak data), they 
can be stable on the scale of the 
age of the Universe and play the 
role of dark matter.

ΦΦ
n
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Figure 4. Sterile neutrino parameters to the right of the solid red curve are excluded by the X-ray
observations, if the sterile neutrinos make up all of dark matter. If the sterile neutrino abundance is
determined by neutrino oscillations and no other mechanism contributes, then the excluded region is smaller
(shaded area). Lower bounds from structure formation depend on the production mechanism, because they
constrain the primordial velocity distribution whose connection to mass and mixing is model dependent.
Also shown is the range in which the pulsar velocities can be explain by anisotropic emission of sterile
neutrinos from a supernova.

4.7 Superheavy dark matter

In addition to primordial black holes, there are a number of dark matter candidates that have large masses
and, therefore, are expected to have very low number densities. The search strategies for these dark
matter candidates are different from the usual searches in that no laboratory experiment has big enough
acceptance to detect a sufficient number of events, even if these particles are strongly interacting. Detection
is nevertheless possible with the use of ingenious alternative techniques: for example, one can study tracks in
mica (which has small size but ∼billion years of exposure), or seismic detectors, or ultrahigh-energy cosmic
rays from massive particle decays. Direct detection of supermassive particles is possible with the use of
large-volume detectors, such as ANITA, HAWC, IceCube, Pierre Auger, Super-Kamiokande.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013

1310.8642

Possible X-ray Signal
[Bulbul et al 2014]



Self-Interacting DM?
• Dark matter with large enough 

self-interactions could retain the 
successes describing large scale 
structure, but show measurable 
differences at the smallest scales.

• There is some (controversial) 
evidence that this may help 
simulation better describe 
observation.

• It could also be that the tension 
arises from the fact that the 
simulations don’t properly model 
the impact of baryonic matter. 

• Astronomy provides a unique 
perspective on properties that 
particle searches cannot probe.

CDM

SIDM

�

�

�

�

�

Markevitch et al; Clowe et al

σ / m < 0.7 cm2 / g
(at a relative speed of ~3000 km/s)



Composite Dark Matter
• To have a visible effect on astronomy, the self-

scattering cross section must be rather large.

• A new confined gauge force generically produces 
massive composite particles which could play the 
role of dark matter.

• If any matter charged under the hidden gauge group 
and the SM is extremely heavy, there is no relevant 
interaction between the dark sector and the SM.

• At high energies, the theory is described by weakly 
coupled dark gluons.

• At low energies, the dark gluons confine into massive 
dark glueballs.

• The theory is defined by the number of colors N and 
confinement scale Λ, which characterizes the mass of 
the lowest glueball state, and the splitting between 
the various glueballs.

M
as

s ⇠ 7⇤

Boddy, Feng, Kaplinghat, Shadmi, TMPT 2014



Glueball Interactions

• In this theory, nothing can be computed very reliably in 
perturbation theory.

• Lattice gauge theory may be able to help.

• Nonetheless, the self-interactions of the glueballs will be 
roughly given by the geometric cross section for 
strongly coupled objects of size ~ 1 / Λ.

• Since the single parameter Λ controls both the mass and 
the cross section (for small N), arranging for an 
interesting value of σ/m essentially fixes                       
Λ ~ 500 MeV.

Amusingly close to ΛQCD…

� (gb gb ! gb gb) ⇠ 4⇡

⇤2N2 ⇠ ⇤�1{



Glueball Parameter Space

• The relic density of the glueballs depends on the temperature of the hidden sector 
relative to the SM (ξ = Τh / ΤSM).  An interesting parameter space has ~ observable 
self-interactions and the correct relic density.
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FIG. 3: Glueball dark matter in the case of a non-supersymmetric pure gauge SU(N) hidden sector. The
self-interaction cross section and relic density are given in the (⇠

⇤

,⇤) plane, where ⇤ is the confinement
scale in the hidden sector, and ⇠

⇤

⌘ Th/T is the ratio of hidden to visible sector temperatures at the time
that Th = ⇤. The self-interaction cross section is in the range h�T i/mX = 0.1 � 1 cm2/g in the shaded
region. The glueball relic density is ⌦

gb

= ⌦
DM

' 0.23 on the diagonal contours for the number of colors N
indicated.

IV. GLUEBALLINO SELF-INTERACTIONS

The simplest extension to the pure gauge hidden sector discussed in Sec. III is to add a massive
(mass mX � ⇤) gauge adjoint Majorana fermion to the theory, resulting in a spectrum with
two types of composites: the bosonic glueballs of mass ⇠ ⇤ and the fermionic states with masses
⇠ mX [78–81]. Each sector contains excited states whose mass splittings are again characterized
by ⇤. In the absence of further ingredients, the massive fermionic states are stable because of
Lorentz invariance, and this construction allows one to realize a situation where the dark matter
is (mostly) composed of the heavy composite fermions that self-interact via exchange of the much
lighter glueballs, naturally realizing two widely separated energy scales. This dark sector is identical
to a softly broken N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory and can be considered the supersymmetric
version of the model of Sec. III. In that language, the composite fermions are glueballino states.

The self-interactions of glueballinos are dominated by the exchange of glueballs. At low energies,
when the kinetic energy available is . ⇤, the scattering will be elastic. If there is su�cient kinetic
energy,

1

2
mXv2 � ⇤ , (5)

inelastic scattering into excited states and glueball emission becomes possible, leading to novel
e↵ects, such as additional rapid halo cooling. The inelastic e↵ects are not modeled in the ⇤SIDM
simulations and so are not well understood. For the remainder of this work, we focus on the elastic
scattering regime and comment later in this section on systems where this approximation breaks
down.

NDA suggests that the coupling between glueballs and glueballinos is ↵ ⇠ 1. Even for elastic

7

1402.3629

Interesting 
Self-Interactions for small N

Correct
Relic Density ~ right SIDM σ 

for small N

Boddy, Feng, Kaplinghat, 
Shadmi, TMPT 2014



Outlook

• The identity of the dark matter is one of the pressing questions which faces 
particle physics and astronomy.

• As yet, our relatively poor understanding of its nature implies that a wide 
variety of phenomena may provide the key observation that helps us unravel 
the mystery.

• It’s very important to have a full complement of experimental searches, and 
to continue to push the boundaries of theory to maximize the potential for 
discovery.

• Once there is a discovery, experimental data will bring our theoretical 
sketches of theories to life!



From Sketch to Life
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Dark Photons

M
as

s

Standard
Model

Dark
Matter

Mediator

• An interesting part of the parameter space has 
light mediating particles

• (And maybe light dark matter, as well…)

• In this limit, a natural explanation for the small 
couplings of the mediator to the standard model 
is that they come dominantly from kinetic mixing 
with U(1)Y.

• In this limit, the couplings of the mediator to the 
SM look like photon couplings scaled down by ε.  
The mediator in this case is often referred to as 
a “dark photon”.

• There are other variations with scalars, pseudo-
scalars, or vectors with chiral interactions.

γD Parameters:
{m�,mA0 ,↵D, ✏}
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FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0 !
��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0 ! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth
background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.

70

US Cosmic Visions Report
arXiv:1707.04591

mMED = 3 mDM

αD = 0.5

The y parameter is the combination that 
controls the relic density in this regime.



Visible Searches

US Cosmic Visions Report
arXiv:1707.04591

When the dark matter is too heavy, 
the mediator largely decays visibly 

into SM states.

FIG. 22: Constraints on visibly-decaying mediators (shaded regions) and projected sensitivities of
currently running or upcoming probes (solid lines). Visible decays of the mediator dominate in the
m� > mA0 secluded annihilation regime. Courtesy R. Essig.
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FIG. 10: Combined 95% C.L. exclusion reach on dark photon parameter space for the far (left) and
near (right) detector design benchmarks for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 (solid line) and
3 ab�1 (dashed line). The gray shaded regions are excluded by current experimental bounds,
and the colored contours represent projected future sensitivities of LHCb [78, 79], HPS [80],
SeaQuest [60], and SHiP [65].

length drops below the distance to the detector, i.e., we are in the regime where d̄ ⌧ L
near

.
In this case, N

sig

scales linearly with Lint, but is exponentially suppressed for increasing
(✏m

A

0)2. The contours ofN
sig

in Fig. 9 are therefore very tightly spaced in (m
A

0 , ✏) parameter
space, and the reach shown in Fig. 10 is not improved much by going from Lint = 300 fb�1 to
3 ab�1. On the other hand, a change in the detector location, L

min

, or maximum dark photon
momentum, pmax

A

0 , can have a significant e↵ect on the reach. This is because, requiring the
characteristic decay length to be similar to the distance to the detector, d̄ ⇠ L

min

, implies
✏m

A

0 / p
pmax

A

0 /L
min

, and so the reach in the parameters m
A

0 and ✏ is quite sensitive to
changes in pmax

A

0 and L
min

. We use this feature to compare FASER to the aforementioned
beam dump experiments below.

In the opposite limit, at small ✏, i.e., for d̄ � L
min

, we obtain N
sig

/ ✏4 m2

A

0 . The number
of events is now only suppressed as a power of ✏, not exponentially, as ✏ decreases. Contours
of N

sig

in Fig. 9 are therefore less tightly spaced in (m
A

0 , ✏) parameter space, and the reach
shown in Fig. 10 is significantly improved by going from Lint = 300 fb�1 to 3 ab�1.

Figure 10 shows that the sensitivity contours of FASER, SeaQuest, and SHiP have fairly
similar boundaries at high ✏. This is as expected, given the discussion above: both SeaQuest
and SHiP have luminosities (protons-on-target) that are several orders of magnitude larger
than FASER, but the reach at high ✏ is mainly determined by the L

min

/pmax

A

0 ratio, and this
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Beyond Dark Photons

Feng, Fornal, Galon, Gardner, Smolinsky, 
Tanedo, TMPT arXiv:1707.04591

FIG. 23: The 8Be signal region in the (mX , "e) plane, along with current constraints (gray) and
projected sensitivities of the indicated future experiments. From Ref. [61].

forbidden by parity conservation in nuclear decays [60], but pseudoscalars are a possibil-
ity [246]. Spin-1 bosons are also possible, but are constrained by null results from searches
for ⇡0 ! �X [192]; such constraints exclude, for example, dark photons as an explanation.
However, such ⇡0 decays are axial-anomaly driven [247, 248], and so any particles that de-
couple from this decay, including protophobic gauge bosons [60, 61] and axial vectors [249]
are possible solutions. We discuss these in turn.

A viable protophobic vector candidate has milli-charged couplings to neutrons and elec-
trons, and suppressed couplings to protons [60]. Such a particle can arise naturally as the
force carrier of a spontaneously broken U(1)B or U(1)B�L symmetry that kinetically mixes
with the photon [61]. In this case, the predicted leptonic couplings can be large enough
to simultaneously ameliorate the discrepancy in (g � 2)µ, providing an viable alternative
to the now-excluded dark photon explanation. These scenarios could be directly tested by
repeating the experiment with 8Be or looking for similar decays in other nuclei (see below),
or by testing the required electron couplings at e±-beam-based experiments. A number of
accelerator experiments may probe the relevant couplings in the near future, Fig. 23.

An alternative explanation is a light gauge boson that couples predominantly axially to
quarks [249]. In this case, the vector does not have to be protophobic, since the decay
⇡0 ! �X is forbidden in the chiral limit if X has purely axial couplings, and so the con-
straints from NA48/2 on light vectors [192] do not apply. A light axial vector with mass
mX ⇡ 17 MeV can explain the ATOMKI result without violating existing experimental con-
straints, and such a particle can also arise from a self-consistent UV complete theory [249].
(For a related discussion of existing constraints and model-building, see Ref. [62].) The
strongest constraints on the axial vector quark couplings in this scenario are from the non-
observation of a corresponding bump in the predominantly isovector 17.64 MeV 8Be tran-
sition to the ground state. This illustrates the potential for nuclear decay experiments to
provide experimental probes of light vectors that are complementary to those a↵orded by
existing experiments. (Note that the potential for nuclear decay experiments to search for
light, weakly coupled particles was pointed out some time ago [250, 251].) Furthermore,
both the axial- and protophobic vector interpretations of the 8Be anomaly highlight the im-
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Proto-phobic vector couplings to 
address the Be-8 anomaly.
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FIG. 5. Constraints on couplings with non-renormalizable Yukawa couplings, in the family non-universal case.

Second- and third-generation fermions f with electric charge Qf have vector couplings cfV = ✏Qf and
vanishing axial couplings. As discussed in Sec. IV, the strongest experimental constraints can be evaded
by setting cqV = 0 for first-generation quarks, which in this model e↵ectively fixes qu and qd in terms of ✏,
another fine-tuning. Neutrino couplings do not get generated from mass mixing with the Z because the SM
Higgs is uncharged. In Fig. 5, we plot the allowed parameter space for ceA in this model for ceV = 10�3. This
model comes closest to realizing the generic IR parameter space described in Sec. II E below mA0 = 20 MeV
where BaBar loses sensitivity, albeit at the cost of several fine-tunings. Nonetheless, we see that the region
compatible with both the ⇡0 ! e+e� and (g � 2)µ anomalies (which is also consistent with (g � 2)e) is now
strongly excluded by the anomalon bounds, highlighting the tension between UV and IR considerations.
Indeed, for this choice of ceV , the entire parameter space in ceA is ruled out by a combination of IR limits
(BaBar) and UV limits (anomalons).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Dark force carriers at the MeV scale are a fascinating possibility for physics beyond the Standard Model.
They allow for a richer dark matter sector, which includes relevant interactions that o↵er new opportunities
in model-building and for which there may even be experimental hints. A large body of work has focused
on the case of vector interactions with the SM fermions, but it is worthwhile to understand the space of
axially-coupled particles as well. The chiral nature of the SM implies that realizing large axial couplings is
non-trivial, with the shape of the IR physics impacted by UV physics living at the TeV scale or above.

We have examined light force carriers with axial-vector interactions from both ends of the energy spectrum:
from the low energy experimental perspective, where a rich set of constraints from many searches provide
complementary information, and also from the point of view of TeV models, to understand how the need
for gauge invariance under the full SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥U(1)Y ⇥U(1)D impacts the phenomena that can be
realized at MeV scales. An immediate question is how to reconcile the SM Yukawa interactions with the

Vector particle with chiral interactions

Kahn, Krnjaic, Mishra-Sharma, TMPT
arXiv:1609.09072



uR Model~

• For example, we can look at a model where a Majorana DM particle couples to 
right-handed up-type quarks.

• At colliders, the fact that the mediator is colored implies we can produce it at the 
LHC using the strong nuclear force or through the interaction with quarks.

• Once produced, the mediator will decay into an ordinary quark and a dark matter 
particle.

Figure 12: LHC constraints at with NLO cross-sections for associated squark neutralino
production

Figure 13: LHC constraints at with LO cross-sections for squark pair production
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Figure 14: Cross-section and K-factors for non-qcd production of mediator pairs

Figure 15: Exclusion plot for non-QCD production of mediator pairs

Automized Squark–Neutralino Production to Next-to-Leading Order
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The production of one hard jet in association with missing transverse energy is a major LHC
search channel motivated by many scenarios for physics beyond the Standard Model. In scenarios
with a weakly interacting dark matter candidate, like supersymmetry, it arises from the associated
production of a quark partner with the dark matter agent. We present the next-to-leading order
cross section calculation as the first application of the fully automized MadGolem package. We
find moderate corrections to the production rate with a strongly reduced theory uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the LHC started running at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV searches for new physics are a major e↵ort,
realized in a rapidly increasing number of publications [1]. Inclusive searches for supersymmetry at the LHC have
started to constrain the allowed parameter space of the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model [2], most notably
in the part of the squark–gluino mass plane which can be described in terms of gravity mediation. Such searches are
based on jet production from squark and gluino decays and two stable lightest supersymmetric particles (LSP). The
latter could be a dark matter agent with a weak-scale mass.

The main production mode for jets and dark matter particles at the LHC would most likely be squark or gluino pair
production, mediated by the strong interaction [3]. The limitation of this channel is that it will be hard to extract any
model parameters beyond the masses of the new particles [4]. The production is governed by the strong interaction
and the (sum of) branching ratio(s) leading to jets plus missing transverse energy can be expected to be close to
unity. Therefore, it is worth studying additional production processes which directly involve the weakly interacting
sector of the new physics model. In supersymmetry, those are the associated production of a gluino [5] or a squark
with a neutralino or chargino [6]

pp ! q̃�̃0
, q̃�̃± . (1)

The leading order Feynman diagrams for this process we show in Fig. 1. This channel naturally leads to one single
hard decay jet and missing energy. This signature is not unique to supersymmetry or other models with quark partners
and a weakly interacting dark matter agent; it also constitutes the theoretically most reliable signature for large extra
dimensions [7]. In that sense, observing single jet production with missing energy would be one of the most exciting
anomalies to interpret at the LHC.

Aside from the quark-gluon and squark-gluon QCD vertices, the leading-order process is driven by the q-q̃-�̃
interaction. Because the dominant light-flavor quarks only have a tiny Yukawa coupling, this interaction relies on
the two weak gauge charges of the quark-squark pair involved. This way, it carries information on the composition
of the dark matter candidate �̃0

1 and an accurate measurement would also allow improved predictions for the direct

q̃L/R

�̃

q̃L/R

�̃

q̃L/R

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the associated production of a squark and a gaugino to leading order.
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Mediator Searches
• The physics of the mediators is model-

dependent, depending on the color and 
EW representation.

• As a starting point, we considered 
mediators of charge 4/3 coupling to 2 uR 
quarks.

• In this case, a MFV theory can be obtained 
by coupling anti-symmetrically in flavor 
indices:

• There are interesting searches for pairs of 
dijet resonances and also potential 
impacts on top quark physics.

• All of these constraints are rather weak.

y✏ijk�iūju
c
k + h.c.

�4/3 can couple to uiuj provided that the color indices are contracted anti-symmetrically.

MFV is implemented by choosing � to have its own SU(3)uR flavor index, and a flavor

singlet is constructed by contracting the flavor indices anti-symmetrically, ✏ijk�iujuk. This

type of scalar “diquark” bears some resemblance to the squarks of an R-parity-violating

supersymmetric theory. However, their weak charges and the flavor structure of their

couplings are distinct from the supersymmetric case.

Consistently with MFV, the large top Yukawa coupling allows for deviations of coupling

of �3 from �1,2. If one neglects small corrections proportional to the up and charm-quark

masses, the resulting terms in the Lagrangian are,

y1 (�1cR � �2uR) tR + y2 �3uRcR + h.c (2.5)

where uR, cR, and tR are Weyl spinors corresponding to the (right-handed parts of the)

quark mass eigenstates, y1 and y2 are complex dimensionless parameters, and color indices

are implicit (contracted anti symmetrically). The same corrections from the top Yukawa

can result in large splitting between the masses of �1 and �2 (which are themselves expected

to be degenerate in the limit where the up- and charm-quark masses are neglected) and

the mass of �3.

In summary, when � is a color triplet which couples to a pair of up-type quarks, MFV

suggests it is a flavor triplet under SU(3)uR . The theory is described by two dimensionless

couplings and two masses,

{y1, y2, m�1 , m�3} , (2.6)

wherem�1 is the (approximately degenerate) masses of the two colored scalars which couple

to uRtR and cRtR with (approximately equal) coupling y1 and m�3 is the mass of the third

scalar with couples to uRcR with coupling y2.

(a) Annihilation

�?� ! gluons at one

loop.

(b) Mono-jet signature. (c) Mediator + top quark

production followed by de-

cay of the mediator into top

and an unflavored jet.

(d) Pair productoin

of mediators fol-

lowed by decay into

two fermions.

Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams for various processes involving the mediating

colored-scalar that we will explore.

3 Annihilation Cross Section

The cross section for the dark matter to annihilate is the primary quantity determining

the prospects for observing it via indirect detection methods, and also determining its relic

– 4 –

Decays into unflavored jets are 
bounded by mφ > 350 GeV.
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Figure 4: Excluded region of the plane of m�1,2 and y1 from searches for anomalously

large production of tt+one jet (solid blue region) and tt+two jets (purple shaded region).

6 Conclusions

A model in which the dark matter interacts primarily with the Standard Model via the

gluons (and not appreciably with the quarks) is an interesting corner of dark matter theory

space, one worthy of both theoretical and experimental exploration. We construct an

appealing renormalizable simplified model in which the dark matter is a scalar particle,

whose coupling to gluons is induced through a quartic interaction connecting it to exotic

colored scalars. A large number of choices for color and flavor representations of the scalars

exist, though all share some common features. In particular, the strongest constraints

(for m� & 10 GeV) typically come from direct searches for dark matter scattering with

nuclei, with missing energy signals at the LHC strongly suppressed. The colored scalars

themselves typically decay into a number of quarks, motivating searches at the LHC for

multi-jet signals of resonantly produced pairs of particles with QCD-sized production cross

sections.

It is perhaps surprising that some models of dark matter may manifest themselves at

a hadron collider most readily through a signature without any missing transverse momen-

tum.

– 10 –
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of �3 from �1,2. If one neglects small corrections proportional to the up and charm-quark

masses, the resulting terms in the Lagrangian are,
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where uR, cR, and tR are Weyl spinors corresponding to the (right-handed parts of the)

quark mass eigenstates, y1 and y2 are complex dimensionless parameters, and color indices

are implicit (contracted anti symmetrically). The same corrections from the top Yukawa

can result in large splitting between the masses of �1 and �2 (which are themselves expected

to be degenerate in the limit where the up- and charm-quark masses are neglected) and

the mass of �3.
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Other Interpretations



Axion Conversion

• The axion has a model-dependent 
coupling to electromagnetic fields that 
is somewhat smaller than 1 / fa.

• There is a rich and varied program  of 
axion searches based on this coupling.

• One particular search looks for 
ambient axions converting into EM 
signals in the presence of a strong 
background magnetic field.  

• Other very interesting new ideas are 
to look for time variation in the 
neutron EDM or the induced current 
in an LC circuit.

1306.6088 & 1310.8545
CF3 Report

4 The (incomplete) landscape of candidates 21
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Figure 2. The search reach of the ADMX RF-cavity experiments over the next 3 years. The first decade of
allowed axion mass will be explored at “definitive” sensitivity to QCD axions over the next year. The middle
decade will be explored at over the following two years. These two decades are expected to encompass the
mass of the dark matter axion.

“Shining Light Through Walls” experiments, polarized laser light is directed down the bore of a transverse
dipole magnet. The light is then blocked by an opaque wall. Some of the photons convert into axions,
and these axions easily pass through the wall and reconvert to photons in a second dipole magnet. The
photon-axion-photon conversion rate is very small, since the axion to two-photon coupling is so tiny, and
the entire photon-axion-photon process contains the product of two such tiny couplings. Such experiments
are unlikely to be sensitive to PQ type dark-matter axions and are less sensitive than the SN1987A bound.
These experiments are therefore more fully considered in the Intensity Frontier [149].

More recently, experiments are being proposed and are under construction that increase the conversion rate
by introducing a pair of locked Fabry-Perot optical cavities on either side of the wall. The conversion rate is
thereby enhanced by approximately the product of the cavity finesses, with the sensitivity improving as the
square-root of this rate [150]. A large experiment based on this locked pair of optical cavities is REAPR,
a project proposed for US funding, but not year approved. A second large experiment ALPS II (proposed
for construction in several phases) has started construction at DESY. These experiments have improved
sensitivity, but are unlikely to reach sensitivity to PQ type dark-matter axions.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013
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Figure 2: Distributions of the residuals (observed minus expected counts) for the broadly compatible

excesses of CMS036 and CMS033, ROIs #2 in Table 1 and Table 2, with error bars denoting the

uncertainty, as explained in the text. The left column shows kinematic distributions for CMS036 ROI

#2 while the right column displays CMS033 ROI #2. Within each column, from top to bottom we

show the Nj , Nb, HT and MT2

(/ET for CMS033) distributions of the significant aggregation (shaded

in gray) and the neighboring bins in that direction in kinematic space. Solid and dashed lines show

di↵erent components of each aggregation, as labeled in the legends. See text for more details.

2.2.2 Promising excesses

We now focus on the anomalies which we believe have the most potential to be new

physics. In Figures 2 and 3, we show the kinematic distributions of the residuals (dif-

ference between observed and expected event counts) for the viable groups of excesses

in both searches. We highlight the location of the excess in each kinematic variable
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An Update on the LHC Monojet Excess
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In previous work, we identified an anomalous number of events in the LHC jets+MET searches
characterized by low jet multiplicity and low-to-moderate transverse energy variables. Here, we
update this analysis with results from a new ATLAS search in the monojet channel which also
shows a consistent excess. As before, we find that this “monojet excess” is well-described by the
resonant production of a heavy colored state decaying to a quark and a massive invisible particle.
In the combined ATLAS and CMS data, we now find a local (global) preference of 3.3� (2.5�) for
the new physics model over the Standard Model-only hypothesis. As the signal regions containing
the excess are systematics-limited, we consider additional cuts to enhance the signal-to-background
ratio. We show that binning finer in HT and requiring the jets to be more central can increase S/B
by a factor of ⇠1.5.

As the LHC reaches a phase of stable running, it is
important to re-examine our search strategies for new
physics. Without large increases in energy or luminos-
ity, it becomes less and less likely that new physics will
suddenly appear with large statistical significance in a
low-background channel. Instead, we expect new physics
at the LHC to appear only gradually, starting with small
deviations from the Standard Model predictions. As the
searches for new physics at the LHC grow in sophistica-
tion and complexity (especially on the CMS side), it can
become increasingly di�cult to separate out statistically-
meaningful deviations from random noise. This is exac-
erbated by the increasing reliance on “simplified models”
to interpret the data. While simplified models are well-
suited for limit-setting, they are too few in number (and
of too limited variety) to populate more than a small sub-
set of the hundreds of signal regions across all of the LHC
searches, so that relying exclusively on simplified models
to characterize the data can greatly bias the search for
new physics.

In a previous work [1], we developed a “rectangular ag-
gregation” technique which attempted to overcome these
biases by combining signal regions in a more model-
independent way. This was based on the simple obser-
vation that any signal can populate multiple neighbor-
ing bins, and therefore aggregating signal regions within
larger kinematic ranges can extract information about
underlying excesses without making assumptions about
a specific signal model. As a proof of principle, we ap-
plied our aggregation technique to the CMS jets+/ET

searches [2] and [3] (hereafter referred to as CMS033 and
CMS036, respectively). While originally motivated by
supersymmetry, these searches are broadly sensitive to
new physics, owing to the fact that they each consist of
hundreds of exclusive signal regions, defined by number
of jets, number of b-tagged jets, and transverse energy
variables such as HT , missing transverse momentum /ET ,
and/or MT2.

Through our method of rectangular aggregations, we
identified a number of interesting ⇠3� excesses within

qi

qj

�†

qk

 

FIG. 1: The “mono-�” simplified model that fits well the
monojet excess in the CMS and ATLAS searches.

these searches. The most interesting one was consistent
between both searches. We dubbed this the “monojet
excess” because it is characterized by low jet multiplic-
ity, no b-jets, and low /ET and HT . We found that the
anomaly’s kinematic distributions could not be well-fit by
supersymmetry-like pair production of colored particles,
or in simplified models for dark matter pair production
[1]. Instead, a good fit was obtained using a colored scalar
�, resonantly produced through couplings to quarks, and
decaying to an invisible massive Dirac fermion  and a
Standard Model quark (the “mono-�” model), see Fig.
1.
To avoid decays of the  back to visible states, its Dirac

partner  0 can be coupled to invisible states N and Ñ .
The interaction Lagrangian for the minimal model is [1]

�L ◆ g�⇤qci +��q
c
i q

c
j+m   

0+m2
�|�|2+g0 0NÑ+h.c.

(1)
Here, the qi are the right-handed quarks. The scalar �
is a color-triplet, and its charge can be + 2

3 or � 1
3 . For

a given � mass, the resonance production cross section
is set by �, while the branching ratios of � to q versus
qq are set by both � and g. The � resembles a squark
in R-parity violating supersymmetry, though in order to
avoid baryon-number-violating decays the  cannot be
identified with a Majorana neutralino [4].
We also found further hints for the same anomaly in
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FIG. 2: Values of the signal cross sections favored at 1,2 and
3� by each individual search considered, and by the combi-
nation of ATLAS060 and CMS036.

the identified excess, and are independent of any par-
ticular new physics model. However, a full fit – includ-
ing all signal regions of each search – requires both a
model and a recasting of the experimental search sen-
sitivity for that model. Scanning over the (m�,m )
mass plane, we generated mock-LHC data for the mono-�
model using MadGraph5 [9], Pythia8 [10] for shower-
ing and hadronization, and a tuned implementation of
Delphes3 [11] for detector simulation. Events were gen-
erated without jet matching, though comparison with
matched samples demonstrated that the e↵ect was min-
imal. Full details of our recasting procedure and cross-
checks can be found in [1]. For each ATLAS or CMS
search [2, 3, 5, 6], we calculate the statistical preference
for the signal+background hypothesis over background-
only using the profile likelihood method [12, 13], treat-
ing the cross section times branching ratio at each mass
point as a free parameter in the fit. The results are
indicated in Fig. 2, where we show the best-fit confi-
dence intervals for � ⇥ BR of a reference mass point
(m�,m ) = (1250, 900) GeV, for each of the ATLAS and
CMS searches of interest. As can be seen, the anomaly
seen in ATLAS060 is broadly consistent with that previ-
ously identified in the CMS033, CMS036, and ATLAS022
data, and at higher significance than the previous ATLAS
search. While the CMS monojets search CMS048 did not
see any evidence for new physics, its confidence intervals
are entirely consistent with the size of the excess seen by
the other searches.

Although we cannot combine all of these searches to
produce an overall best fit cross section, we can pick one
from CMS and one from ATLAS for a joint fit. Choosing
CMS036 and ATLAS060 as being the two that are most
sensitive to our signal, the resulting significance plot is
shown in Fig. 3. To take into account the non-observation
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Contact Interactions
• On the “simple” end of the spectrum are 

theories where the dark matter is the only 
state accessible to our experiments.

• Effective field theory tells us that many 
theories will show common low energy 
behavior when the mediating particles are 
heavy compared to the energies involved.

• The drawback to a less complete theory is 
such a simplified description will 
undoubtably miss out on correlations 
between quantities which are obvious in a 
complete theory.

• And it will break down at high energies, 
where one can produce the new particles 
directly.
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Example: Majorana WIMP
• The various types of interactions 

are accessible to different kinds of 
experiments.  (Technically meaning: 
the observables are unsuppressed 
by the small dark matter velocity in  
our halo, v ~ 10-3.

• Spin-independent elastic 
scattering

• Spin-dependent elastic 
scattering

• Annihilation in the galactic halo

• Collider Production
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We explore model-independent collider constraints on light Majorana dark matter particles. We
find that colliders provide a complementary probe of WIMPs to direct detection, and give the
strongest current constraints on light DM particles. Collider experiments can access interactions
not probed by direct detection searches, and outperform direct detection experiments by about an
order of magnitude for certain operators in a large part of parameter space. For operators which are
suppresssed at low momentum transfer, collider searches have already placed constraints on such
operators limiting their use as an explanation for DAMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been much interest in light (order
∼ GeV) mass dark matter [1–5]. This interest is partly
spurred by the fact that the DAMA signal of annual mod-
ulation [6] may be understood as consistent with null re-
sults reported by other experiments [7–11] if the dark
matter is a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP)
of mass ! 10 GeV [12]. Further excitement is motivated
by the signal reported by CoGeNT, which favors a WIMP
in the same mass range [13] as DAMA with moderate
channeling (however, unpublished data from 5 towers of
CDMS Si detectors [14] provides some tension, see [4]).

A WIMP which is relevant for direct detection exper-
iments necessarily has substantial coupling to nucleons,
and thus can be produced in high energy particle physics
experiments such as the Tevatron and Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC). In particular, light WIMP states can be pro-
duced with very large rates. These WIMPs escape un-
detected, and hence the most promising signals involve
missing energy from a pair of WIMPs recoiling against
Standard Model (SM) radiation from the initial state
quarks/gluons [15–17]. While such searches are compli-
cated by large SM backgrounds producing missing en-
ergy, we will find that colliders can provide stringent re-
strictions on the parameter space of light dark matter
models. Colliders can also access interactions which are
irrelevant for direct detection (either because they lead
to vanishing matrix elements in non-relativistic nucleon
states or are suppressed at low momentum transfer).

In this article, we explore the bounds colliders can
place on a light Majorana fermion WIMP, which we
assume interacts with the SM largely through higher
dimensional operators. By exploring the complete set
of leading operators, we arrive at a model-independent
picture (up to our assumptions) of WIMP interactions
with SM particles in the case where the WIMP is some-
what lighter than any other particles in the dark sec-
tor. We show that colliders can outperform direct detec-
tion searches significantly over a large area of parameter
space.

Name Type Gχ Γχ Γq

M1 qq mq/2M3
∗

1 1
M2 qq imq/2M3

∗
γ5 1

M3 qq imq/2M3
∗

1 γ5

M4 qq mq/2M3
∗

γ5 γ5

M5 qq 1/2M2
∗

γ5γµ γµ

M6 qq 1/2M2
∗

γ5γµ γ5γ
µ

M7 GG αs/8M3
∗

1 -
M8 GG iαs/8M3

∗
γ5 -

M9 GG̃ αs/8M3
∗

1 -
M10 GG̃ iαs/8M3

∗
γ5 -

TABLE I: The list of the effective operators defined in Eq. (1).

II. THE EFFECTIVE THEORY

We assume that the WIMP (χ) is the only degree of
freedom beyond the SM accessible to the experiments
of interest. Under this assumption, the interactions be-
tween WIMPs and SM fields are mediated by higher di-
mensional operators, which are non-renormalizable in the
strict sense, but may remain predictive with respect to
experiments whose energies are low compared to the mass
scale of their coefficients. We assume the WIMP is a SM
singlet, and examine operators of the form [16, 18, 19]

L(dim6)
int,qq = Gχ [χ̄Γχχ] × [q̄Γqq] ,

L(dim7)
int,GG = Gχ [χ̄Γχχ] × (GG orGG̃) , (1)

Here q denotes the quarks q = u, d, s, c, b, t, and G and G̃
the field strength of the gluon with G̃µν = ϵµνρσGρσ/2.
Ten independent Lorentz-invariant interactions are al-
lowed; by applying Fierz transformations, all other oper-
ators can be rewritten as a linear combination of opera-
tors of the desired form. In Table I, we present couplings
Gχ and Γχ,q for these ten operators, where we have ex-
pressed Gχ’s in terms of an energy scale M∗. In the table,
we have assumed that the coefficients of the scalar oper-
ators, M1-M4, are proportional to the quark masses, in
order to avoid large flavor changing neutral currents. We
will assume that the interaction is dominated by only one
of the above operators in the table.

Our effective theory description will break down at en-

X

q

G� [q̄�qq] [�̄���]
G� [�̄���]G2

Other operators may be rewritten in this 
form by using Fierz transformations.


